
On the Eighth day of Christmas the Councils gave to me……… 

8 Compulsory Purchases Orders (CPOs)…….. 

Well, more than 8 actually but we couldn’t think of anything else to put in for this one. Also as we’re discussing 

the loss of people’s homes we have extended this verse to 3 pages. 

As we’ve mentioned in previous verses there are a number of compulsory purchases that are needed to be 

undertaken before this scheme can be brought to fruition. And these exclude some of the properties that are 

actually required to provide compliant junctions along Heath End Road! 

The ones that are being publicly admitted to were listed in the 12th November 2015 Cabinet Agenda: 

 

 

It has already been mentioned by representatives from UPS in their speech to cabinet at the same meeting 

that  



• UPS oppose the compulsory purchase of any of its land.  

• That pursuing the compulsory purchase of the plot (or part of the plot) they own will mean it will 

become unviable & they will no longer be able to bring to fruition their plans to build a contracts 

logistics business and bring highly skilled healthcare jobs to Warwickshire.  

• This will result in a loss of an investment in the local area of around £17 million & over 100 jobs in the 

first instance.  

• They believe the valuation of the land required by the CPO is significantly below current market value 

and if WCC decide to proceed the cost will have to be revised.  

• This will add further costs to the already significantly increased project costs.  

• If WCC de decide to proceed with the CPO of UPS’s land they will oppose it & use every effort to have 

this CPO dismissed. Again adding more costs to the project. 

It’s also mentioned in the graphic above that land from Univar will be required. We are also aware that 

Univar, as a business, have serious concerns regarding the safety of the Bermuda Connection project. In 

an e-mail, obtained by FOI, sent to Nigel Whyte on 14th July by Deborah Medd of Univar the following was 

stated: 

 

Unfortunately for Univar & local residents the fears are very real as this is classified as one of the most 

dangerous sites in Warwickshire. If there is a chemical spill, which opening up the road increases the 

likelihood of an accident exponentially, it will be extremely serious for all involved leading to many deaths & 

serious injuries. (Please note that since the image below was produced that housing has been built between 

Bermuda Village and the A444 within the blast zone!). 

 

Not only does this scheme do this but also moves volumes of traffic even closer to the site by the CPO of 

some of Univar’s land in order to make the corner turn onto St Georges Way easier for traffic, therefore 

increasing average speed!! 



Now for the more human & less palatable aspect of this scheme, maybe this is why it’s not been mentioned 

in public AT ALL. The loss of people’s homes. 

It was mentioned in a previous verse that off the back of an FOI request made to Warwickshire County Council 

it was confirmed there have been meetings between Atkins (The design consultants for the Bermuda 

Connection scheme) & representatives from Warwickshire County Council to specifically discuss the issue of 

major departure from standards on the junctions proposed off Heath End Road. 

The design consultants have, in basic terms, said that in order to bring the junctions to standard i.e., make 

them safe, the compulsory purchase of residential property will need to take place. 

 

 

Then loss of residential property at the junctions was being discussed as far back as June 2015 yet it has never 

been mentioned in any of the publicly available documentation or at any of the consultations. 

The cost of purchasing people’s homes HAS NOT been factored into the scheme costs OR been reported in 

any of the documents to Cabinet or Council. 

So to put this into perspective, we have; 

• Investment of £millions that will go elsewhere.  

• Creation of jobs that will follow suit.  

• A potentially catastrophic accident waiting to happen. 

• People being kicked out of their homes or unsafe junctions.  

• Yet MORE significant cost increase 

All for a scheme that ONLY 36% of consultation respondents think will solve any of the traffic issues in the 

area, will not bring the masses of other benefits like 4000 jobs and all the things it can deliver COULD BE 

DELIVERED by the upgrade of the A444 & the pinch point junctions that DO actually cause the traffic issues in 

the area. 

 

www.bermudabridgeactiongroup.co.uk/ 


